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Reissued Oct. 22, 1935 Re. 19,742 

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE 
19,742 

COMPRESSION (GNTON INTERNA, 
COMBUSTON ENG NE 

Otis D. Treiber, Canton, Ohio, assignor to Her 
cules Motors Corporation, Canton, Ohio, a cor 
poration of Ohio 

Original No. 1,960,093, dated May 22, 1934, Seria 
No. 655,079, February 3, 1933. Application for 
reissue February 2, 1935, Seria No. 4,722 

42 Claims. 

My invention relates in general to internal 
combustion engines of the compression ignition 
type and in which preferably liquid hydrocarbon 
fuel is injected into the combustion chambers 
of the engine. 
In the operation of such an engine, which may 

be termed a compression ignition injection en 
gine, it is desired to burn the liquid fuel at a time 
in relation to the position of the piston of each 
cylinder and at a rate or velocity of burning so as 
to create a rise in pressure in the burning fuel 
charge contained in the combustion chamber or 
chambers formed in part by each piston, so 
that as each piston passes over top dead center 
from the compression stroke into the power 
stroke, the velocity or rate of increase of the ris 
ing pressure in the burning fuel charge is such 
as to produce a desired maximum pressure and 
Such as to maintain this maximum pressure sub 
stantially contant during the power stroke of 
the piston until combustion of the fuel charge is 
complete. 
In the creation of this desired pressure rise in 

the burning charge it is necessary that the pref 
erably atomized particles of the liquid hydrocar 
bon fuel be intimately contacted and mixed with 
the molecules of oxygen of the air introduced into 
the combustion chamber or chambers so that the 
uniting or combustion of the particles of fuel and 
the molecules of oxygen is effected at such rate 
so as to develop and maintain the desired pres 
sure rise in the burning fuel charges as afore 
said. In any particular compression ignition injec 
tion engine, the attainment of the desired char 
acter of fuel combustion as aforesaid, for any 
given speed of rotation of the crank shaft of 
the engine is evidenced by a relatively high mean 
indicated pressure in the combustion chambers 
of the engine. 
On the other hand it is very desirable, par 

ticularly in the case of industrial and automotive 
engines, that the speed of rotation of the crank 
shaft be as high as possible, so as to obtain maxi 
nun power with minimum Weight of engine. 
As the number of crank shaft revolutions per 

unit of time increases, the time interval in which 
it is possible to nix, and unite or burn each fuel 
and air charge as aforesaid, becomes less in direct 
inverse ratio to the increase in the number of 
crank shaft revolutions per unit of time. 
Consequently the usual dynamic and pressure 

conditions found suitable in the mixing and com 
bustion chambers of relatively low speed com 
pression ignition injection engines for a proper 

(C. 123-32) 
rate of mixing and uniting or burning of the hy 
drocarbon particles and the oxygen molecules is 
not adequate to effect prope mixing and uniting 
or burning as the Crank shaft revolutions increase 
per unit of time. s 
The foregoing difficulties incident to the con 

struction and operation of compression ignition 
injection engines is furthermore evidenced by the 
fact that prior to the present improvements, the 
maximum generally known speed of rotation of 0. 
the crank shaft of such an engine was only 1800 
R. P. M. with a mean indicated pressure, or in 
other words, an indicated nean effective pressure 
of 100 to 110 pounds per square inch in the com- . 
bustion chambers. 
The objects of the present improvements in 

clude in general the provision of a compression 
ignition internal combustion engine in which the 
preferably liquid hydrocarbon fuel is injected 
into the combustion chambers of the engine, and 20 
which is capable of operation at relatively high 
speeds of rotation of the crank shaft of the en 
gine, which may be for example 2000 to 3000 
R. P. M., and with a relatively high mean indi 
cated pressure in the combustion chambers of 25 
the engine, which may be for example a mean 
indicated pressure of as high, as 160 pounds per 
square inch at 2000 R. P. M. 
The objects of the present improvements in 

clude in particular the provision of a compres- 30 
sion ignition internal combustion engine in which 
the mixing and combustion chambers are so 
formed and arranged as to cause proper mixing 
and combustion of the injected fuel at high speeds 
of rotation of the crank shaft of the engine. 
The foregoing and other objects are attained 

by the improvements, apparatus, parts, combina 
tions, and sub-combinations which comprise the 
present invention, and the nature of which is 
set forth in the following general statement and 40 
preferred embodiments of which, together with 
their mode of use, are set forth in the following 
description, and which are particularly and dis 
tinctly pointed out and set forth in the appended 
claims forming part hereof. 
The nature of the improvements of the present 

invention may be described in general terms as 
including in an internal combustion engine, one 
or more cylinders, each cylinder having a bore 
extending therethrough, a cylinder head having 50 
a preferably flat inner face extending trans 
versely across one end of the cylinder bore, a pis 
ton operatively mounted for reciprocation in the 
cylinder bore, the piston having a preferably fiat 
end face located opposite and parallel with the 55 
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2 19,742 
preferably flat cylinder head inner face, and the 
cylinder head inner face and the cylinder bore 
and the piston end face forming therebetween a 
varying volume chamber, Walls having inner 

5 faces forming a constant volume chamber closely 
adjacent the cylinder, and Walls forming a pas 
sageway communicatingly connected at one end 
with the constant volume chamber and at the 
other end with the preferably cylindrical bore, 

10 the constant volume chamber having a curved 
inner surface which is symmetrical about an axis 
extending at right angles to the plane passing 
through the center of the constant Volume cham 
ber and the axial direction of movement of the 

15 piston, and the curved inner surface of the con 
stant volume chamber is preferably spherical, 
the passageway having an inner face which is 
laterally continuous or co-extensive With the 
preferably flat inner cylinder head face of the 

20 varying volume chamber, and the laterally con 
tinuous passageway face being tangential with 
the curved inner surface of the constant volume 
chamber, and means for introducing a combus 
tion supporting medium into the varying volume 

25 chamber, the combustion supporting medium be 
ing usually atmospheric air containing the usual 
amount of gaseous Oxygen, and means for in 
jecting fuel into the constant volume chamber. 

It is desirable to inject the fuel into the pref 
30 erably spherical constant volume chamber in the 

form of an atomized conical spray of fuel par 
ticles, the longitudinal axis of the spray prefer 
ably passing through the center of the spherical 
constant volume chamber and extending there 

35 from towards the passageway and the side of the 
cylinder. 
The apex angle of the conical spray should be 

substantially no greater than 10 degrees and sub 
stantially no. less than 6 degrees, and the best 

40 results are obtained when the apex angle of the 
conical spray is 8 degrees. v 

It is preferred that the longitudinal axis of the 
conical fuel spray shall be directed preferably 
through the Center of the spherical constant vol 

45 une chamber as aforesaid, and towards the pas 
Sageway opening, and that the location of the 
longitudinal axis of the spray lie between a plane 
passing through the center of the spherical con 
stant volume chamber and parallel with the flat 

50 inner cylinder head face and a plane extending 
preferably through the center of the spherical 
constant volume chamber and towards the pref 
rably flat inner cylinder head face, and at an 

angle of 45 degrees with the plane of the flat 
55 inner cylinder head face, and the best results are 

obtained when the angle of the longitudinal axis 
of the conical spray with respect to the flat inner 
cylinder head face is 16 degrees. 

Mechanical clearance only. is preferably pro 
60 vided between the flat piston end face and the 

opposite flat inner cylinder head face at the top 
dead center position of the piston, and the total 
volume of the spherical constant volume cham 
ber and the passageway, which constitute the 

85 clearance volume of the engine, is made rela 
tively small with respect to the maximum volume 
of the varying volume chamber, so that the con 
pression ratio of the engine may be high for ex 
ample 15.8 to 1. It is also preferred that the 

70 length of the passageway between the constant 
volume chamber and the varying volume cham 
ber be as short as possible. 
The engine preferably includes further novel 

improvements as illustrated in the drawings 
5 and/or as hereinafter set forth. 

A compression ignition internal combustion en 
gine embodying among others the present im 
provements is illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings forming part hereof in which 

Figure 1 is a fragmentary top plan view of a 
Compression ignition internal combustion engine 
embodying among others the present improve 
ments with portions broken away to illustrate 
details of construction and arrangement and in 
particular to illustrate the construction and ar- ( 
rangement of one of the varying volume cham 
bers formed in the bore of one of the cylinders 
between its piston and the cylinder head, the 
adjacent constant volume chamber and the noz 
zle for injecting fuel therein, and the passage- lit 
Way connecting the constant volume chamber 
With the varying volume chamber; 

Fig. 2, a slightly enlarged transverse sectional 
view thereof, with portions broken away, and ill 
lustrating the cylinder and piston of Fig. 1, with 2c 
the piston located in the cylinder at its top dead 
center position just at the end of the compression 
stroke of the piston, and with others of the en 
gine parts shown in their relative positions when 
the piston is at top dead Center and has cut-off 25 
communication between the varying volume 
chamber of the cylinder and the passageway lead 
ing to its constant volume chamber; and fur 
ther illustrating the preferred construction and 
arrangement of the passageway with One of its 30 
inner surfaces laterally continuous with the pref 
erably flat face of the cylinder head forming the 
stationary end of the varying volume chamber, 
and the laterally continuous passageway face be 
ing tangential with the preferably spherical con- 3s 
stant volume chamber; and further illustrating 
an air cleaner in place on one of the air intake 
elbows of the engine; 

Fig. 3, a still further enlarged fragmentary 
view of portions of Fig. 2; 40 

Fig. 4, a fragmentary view similar to Fig. 3, 
and illustrating the piston and other parts in 
their relative positions as the piston is traveling 
towards the cylinder head on its compression 
stroke, and before the piston commences to trav- 5 
erse the end of the passageway terminating in 
the cylinder bore; 

Fig. 5, a detached perspective view illustrat 
ing the details of construction of One of the pre 
ferred removable normally upper constant wol- 0 
ume chamber forming members; and 

Fig. 6, a detached perspective view illustrating 
one of the preferred normally lower hemispheri 
cal liner shells for one of the constant volume 
chambers. 5 
Similar numerals refer to similar parts 

throughout the several views. 
The compression ignition internal combustion. 

engine embodying among others the present 
improvements is indicated generally at D, and as so 
illustrated is a six cylinder, four stroke cycle, sin 
gle action, high speed, compression ignition in 
ternal combustion engine, in which the air for 
combustion is obtained normally directly from 
the atmosphere, and in which separate quantities 65 
or charges of the preferred liquid hydrocarbon 
fuel, such as Diesel oil, are successively injected 
into the combustion chambers of the engine at 
successive timed intervals, one charge being in 
jected into the combustion chambers of each 0 
cylinder during each four stroke cycle of the 
piston operatively mounted in the cylinder. 
The compression ignition internal combustion 

engine O, includes in combination with other 
usual parts of a high speed internal combustion 
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engine, a crank case , a cylinder block 2, and 
cylinder heads f3 and 3'. 
The cylinder block 2 includes therein walls 

forming the cylinders, one of which is illustrated 
in detail in the drawings and is indicated at 
4, and the cylinders 4 as illustrated are pref 
erably in the form of externally shouldered 
sleeves each of which extends through and is 
seal seated in registering bores formed respec 
tively in the normally upper cylinder block wall 
5 and the normally lower cylinder block wall 6. 
The cylinder heads 3 and 3', the cylinder 

block f2, the crank case , and the lower half 
fT of each main bearing block 8 are preferably 
separable, and are preferably unitarily secured 
together by the eccentric shouldered through bolt 
means Set forth in the prior application of 
Charles Ballough, for Engine structures, fled No 
vember 22, 1930, Serial No. 497,589 matured in 
Letters Patent No. 1,972,752, the lower ends of 
such through bolts and the nuts therefor being 
shown at 9 in the drawings. . 
In the bore 20 of each of the sleeve cylinders 

4, a piston 2 provided with piston rings 22 is 
operatively mounted in a usual manner for high 
speed engines for reciprocation in the cylinder 
bore. 
A crank shaft 23 is operatively mounted in a 

usual manner for high speed engines in the crank 
case in the main bearing blocks 8, and the 
crank shaft 23 includes, opposite each piston 2, 
crank arms 24, between the outer ends of which 
extends a crank pin 25, and each piston 2 has 
operatively mounted therein in a usual manner 
for high speed engines a Wrist pin 26, and a con 
necting rod 2 operatively connects each crank 
pin 25 with each wrist pin 26. 

It is to be particularly noted that the crank 
shaft 23, the connecting rods 27, the wrist pins 
26, and the pistons 2 f are not only operatively 
associated with each other as aforesaid in a 
usual manner for high speed engines, but are 
each of the size, proportion, and minimum 
weight, characteristic of such parts for high 
speed engines. 

Each cylinder head f and 3', includes a nor 
mally lower wall 28, each of which is provided 
for each cylinder covered thereby with a pref 
erably flat normally lower surface 29 extending 
transversely across the upper end of the bore 
of the particular cylinder. 
A usual gasket 30 is interposed in the usual 

manner between the normally lower wall 28 of 
each of the cylinder heads 3 and 3', and the 
normally upper wall 5 of the cylinder block 2, 
and similarly a usual gasket 3 f is interposed in 
the usual manner between the normally lower 
wall 6 of the cylinder block 2, and the normally 
upper wall 32 of the crank case 1. 
As illustrated the engine O is a valve-in-head 

engine, and accordingly each normally lower wall 
28 of the cylinder heads 3 and 3' has formed 
therein above the normally upper end of the bore 
of each cylinder covered thereby, an air intake 
valve seat orifice 38 and an exhaust valve seat 
orifice 34, and each of the valve seat orifices has 

O 

75 

a valve seat formed therein. 
A valve 35, is operatively associated with each 

valve seat orifice 33, and a valve 35' is operatively 
associated with each valve seat orifice 84, and 
each of the valves includes a valve head 36 fit 
ting in its respective seat, and a valve stem 8T 
extending upwardly from the head, 
The cylinder heads 3 and 3' have mounted 

therein a valve stem guide tube 38 for each valve 

stem 37, and each valve head 36 is normally 
maintained in its seat by usual means such as 
a set of compression springs 39, one end of which 
reacts against a spring seat 40 formed about each 
valve stem guide tube 38 in the cylinder head 3, 
and the other end of which reacts against a 
flanged washer 4 secured in a usual manner at 
the upper end of the particular valve stem 37. 
A rocker arm cluster indicated generally at 

42 is operatively mounted above each cylinder 
on a rocker arm shaft 43 one of which is mount 
ed on the top of each cylinder head 3 and 3', 
each rocker arm cluster including a rocker men 
ber 44 for the air intake valve for the particular 
cylinder, and a rocker member 44' for the ex 
haust valve for the particular cylinder, and each 
of the rocker members includes a valve stem ac 
tuating arm 45 extending from one side of the 
rocker arm shaft 43 above and in sliding abut 
ment with the upper end of its particular valve 
stem, and likewise each rocker member includes 
a push rod actuated arm 46 extending from the 
opposite side of the rocker arm shaft 43. 
A cam shaft 4 is operatively mounted in a 

usual manner in the crank case if at one side 
of the crank shaft 28, and the cam shaft is 
driven in a usual manner by the crank shaft as 
by means of gearing located within the gear 
housing 48 provided at one end of the crank case. 
A cam 49 is provided on the cam shaft 47 for 

each valve, and a push rod indicated generally 
by 50 is operatively mounted between each cam 
49 and one of the push rod actuated arms 46, 
each push rod being slidably mounted in push 
rod guide bearing means indicated generally by 
5 and located in the crank case , and each 
push rod extends through sealing and lubricant 
return tube means indicated generally by 5' and 

O 

5 
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30 

located in the crank case if, in the cylinder 
block 2, and in one of the cylinder heads 3 or 
3", and the lower end of each push rod 50 abuts 

against the cam surface of its cam 49, and the 
upper end of each push rod 50 is provided with 
a ball and socket connection 52 with its push 
rod actuated arm 46. 
Each air intake valve seat orifice 33 communi 

catingly connects with one end of an air intake 
port or passageway 53, the intake ports 53 being 
formed in the walls of the cylinder heads 3 and 
8', and the intake ports of each cylinder head 
connecting at their outer ends with an intake 
manifold 54, and each intake manifold 54 com 
municatingly connecting as by means of an el 
bow 55 preferably with an air cleaner 56. 
Each exhaust valve seat orifice 84 communi 

catingly connects with one end of an exhaust 
port or passageway 57, the exhaust ports 5 
being formed in the walls of the cylinder heads 
f8 and 3' and the exhaust ports of each cylin 
der head terminating at their outer ends in a 
connector flange 58 whereby the exhaust ports 
may be communicatingly connected with an ex 
haust manifold, 'not shown. 

Cooling means indicated generally by 59 are 
provided for the engine to, and include a water 
pump 60 operatively connected in a usual man 
ner with the crank shaft 23 as by , means of 
gearing contained in the gear housing 88, the 
pump 60 delivering water into communicating 
water jacket chambers formed in the crank case, 

and the water jackets of each cylinder head be 
ing provided with a cooling water outlet pipe 6 
which may be connected in the usual manner 

40 

45 

50 

55 

60 

5 

70 
in the cylinder block, and in the cylinder heads, 

with a radiator, not shown, and the radiator be- 5 I 
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4. 
ing in turn connected in a usual manner with 
the intake of the pump 60. 

In the engine ?o, a chamber Cv is formed with 
in the bore 20 of each cylinder f4 and between 
a normally top or end fat circular face 6 of the 
piston 2 operating within the particulars bore 
20 and the opposite flat circular normally lower 
surface or face 29 of the normally lower cylin 
der head wall 28 covering the particular bore 20. 

Each of the chambers Cy by reason of the re 
ciprocation of the piston forming one wall of the 
Same may be termed a varying volume chamber, 
and in the engine fo, at top dead center, that is 
when the end face 62 of each piston 2 has 
reached its position of maximum travel away 
from the crank shaft 23, there is only mechani 
cal clearance between the end face 62 of the 
piston and the opposite flat cylinder head inner 
face 29. 
Walls of the engine form constant volume 

chambers, one for each cylinder. Each constant 
volume chamber Ce is located closely adjacent to 
and entirely at the side of the corresponding 
varying volume chamber Cy; and between each 
constant volume chamber Co and its cylinder, 
Walls of the engine form a multi-sided passage 
way P communicatingly connecting at one end 
with the particular constant volume chamber Ce 
and at the other end with the cylinder bore of 
the adjacent varying volume chamber Cv, 
Each constant volume chamber Ce is formed 

with a curved inner surface To which is sym 
metrical about an axis extending through the 
center of the constant volume chamber and 
at right angles or normal to the plane passing 
through the center of the constant volume 
chamber and the longitudinal axis of the bore 
of the adjacent cylinder. 
As illustrated, the curved inner face O of each 

constant volume chamber Ce is preferably spher 
cal. - 

Each passageway P connecting a particular 
constant Volume chamber Ce with the adjacent 
varying volume chamber Cy is provided with an 
inner face 73 which is laterally continuous with 
the preferably flat inner cylinder head face, 29 
of the adjacent varying volume chamber Civ, and 
each laterally continuous passageway face 7 is 
tangential With the curved inner surface of 
the constant volume chamber Ce connected with 
the adjacent varying volume chamber Cy by the 
particular passageway P. 
The width up of each passageway P is prefer 

ably as illustrated somewhat less than the diam 
eter of the preferred spherical inner surface O 
for each constant volume chamber C, and the 
minimum height h of each passageway P is pref 
erably somewhat less than the radius of the pre 
ferred spherical inner surface T.O. 
The inner face 73 of the passageway P is thus 

normal to the longitudinal axis 2 of the bore 
of the adjacent cylinder, and the width up of each 
passageway is the distance between two parallel 
side faces thereof which extend from the tangen 
tial face T3 and which are preferably parallel 
with the longitudinal axis 72 of the bore of the 
adjacent cylinder, as illustrated. 
As illustrated each constant volume chamber 

Cc is formed in a socket 4 provided in the upper 
end wall 5 of the cylinder block. The bottom 
surface of each socket 74 is hemispherical and 
the top surface of each socket T4 is cylindric and 
tangential with the bottom hemispherical Sur 
face. 

Preferably a removable liner shell is located 

19,749 
in the botton of each socket 74, each liner she 
TS being preferably externally and internally 
hemispherical, and the internal hemispherical 
surface of each liner shell 75 forming a portion 
of the spherical inner surface 70 of the constant 
volume chamber Co formed in part by the par 
ticular liner shell 75. 
In the upper cylindric end of each Socket 4, 

a preferably removable member 76 is located, 
and as illustrated each member 76 is externally 
cylindric and its upper end extends beyond the 
normally top wall 5 of the cylinder block and 
into a cylindric recess formed in the adjacent 
cylinder head lower wall 28. 
In the normally lower face of each member 

T6 is formed a cavity 78 which includes the nor 
mally upper portions of the spherical inner sur 
face 70 of the particular constant volume cham 
ber C formed in part by the particular member 
6, and each cavity 78 also includes end portions 
9 of the passageway P communicatingly con 
necting the particular constant volume chamber 
Ce with the adjacent varying volume chamber Cy. 
The remaining portions of each passageway P 

are formed by an extension of the inner face 29 
of the adjacent and connected varying Volume 
chamber Cy, and by the side and botton faces of 
a notch 80 formed in the upper end of the cyl 
inder sleeve 4 of the particular chamber Cy and 
by the side and botton faces of a notch 8 formed 
in the wall 5 of the cylinder block between the 

: cylinder sleeve notch 89 and the adjacent 
socket 4. v 
The air intake valve means heretofore described 

in general, comprise means Operated in a usual 3 
manner for introducing preferably atmospheric 
air including gaseous oxygen, or in other Words 
a combustion supporting medium, into each vary 
ing volume chamber Cv on the air intake stroke 
of the piston thereof; and the exhaust valve 4 
means heretofore described in general, provide 
means for exhausting each varying volume cham 
ber Cv during the exhaust stroke of the piston 
thereof. 
Means are also provided for injecting the pref- 4 

erably liquid hydrocarbon fuel into each constant 
volume chamber Ce preferably during the com 
pression stroke of the associated piston, and as 
illustrated the fuel injecting means includes for 
each constant volume chamber Ce a pintle nozzle 5t 
82 each of which is operatively mounted in the 
cylinder block 2, and the discharge end 83 of 
each of which extends into and terminates in the 
constant volume chamber Ce, with which the par 
ticular nozzle is aSSociated. 5 
Each nozzle 82 is communicatingly connected 

in a usual nanner by a tube 84 with one of the 
discharge outlets 85 of a usual fuel supply and 
distributing pump 86 which is driven by a shaft 
87 connected in a usual manner with the gearing 60 
contained in the gear housing 48. The pump 86 
includes timed means injecting a charge of fuel 
during the proper interval through each of the 
pipes 84 and the nozzle 82 served thereby into 
the particular constant volume chamber Ce with 85 
which the particular nozzle 82 is associated. 
The pump 86 includes govering means which 

may be contained within casing portions 86' and 
which are controlled by a control arm 88 which 
is in effect the throttle for the engine; and the 70 
pump 86 is connected by a main fuel supply tube 
89 in a usual nanner with a Source of the desired 
liquid fuel. 
Each nozzle 82 is of usual construction, and 

is adapted to introduce into the constant volume is 
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chamber Ce with which it is associated an atom. 
ized conical spray 90 of fuel particles which has 
its origin located at the crank shaft side of the 
plane of the inner face of the cylinder head, and 
preferably at the crankshaft side of the passage 
way; and the spray is preferably directed towards 
the passageway P connecting with the particular 
chamber Ce, and in any event, toward the plane 
of the inner face of the cylinder head and the 
side of the cylinder. 
The longitudinal axis 9 f of each conical spray 

90 preferably passes through the center T of 
the preferably spherical constant volume cham 
ber C served thereby, and according to the pres 
ent improvements, the apex angle 92 of each 
conical spray should be substantially no greater 
than 10 degrees and substantially no less than 6 
degrees; and the best results are attained when 
the apex angle 92 of each conical spray 90 is 8 
degrees, 

Also according to the present improvements, 
the longitudinal axis 9 of each conical fuel spray 
90 is directed as aforesaid preferably through the 
center 7 of the constant volume chamber C 
served thereby, and towards the passageway P 
connecting the particular constant volume cham 
ber C with the adjacent varying volume chamber 
Cy; and the axis 9 f is located between planes 93 
and 93 passing through the center T of the 
spherical constant volume chamber C. served by 
the particular spray, the plane 93 being parallel 
with the inner preferably flat cylindric head face 
29 of the adjacent varying volume chamber Cy 
and the plane 93 extending through the center 
of the particular spherical constant volume cham 
ber Ce and towards the associated flat inner cyl 
inder head face 29 and at an angle of 45 degrees 
with the plane 93 and thus with the plane of the 
particular flat inner cylinder head face 29; and 
the best results are attained when the angle 94 
of the longitudinal axis 9 of each conical spray 
with respect to the plane 93 and thus with re 
Spect to the plane of the associated flat inner 
cylinder head face 29 is 16 degrees. 
Each plane 93 may be described in other words 

as extending through the center of its constant 
volume chamber Ce and at right angles with re 
spect to the axial direction or line of movement 
T2 of the associated piston. 
As aforesaid mechanical clearance only is pref 

erably provided between each flat piston end face 
62 and the opposite flat inner cylinderhead face 29 
at the top dead center position of the piston and 
the total volume of each constant volume cham 
ber Ce and the associated passageway P, which 
constitute the clearance volume of the particular 
cylinder, is small relative to the maximum volume 
of the associated varying volume chamber Civ, so 
that the compression ratio of the engine may be 
high, for example 15.8 to 1. . 

It is also preferred as aforesaid that the length 
of each passageway P be as short as possible, and 
as illustrated the length of each passageway P 
is as short as the particular construction and 
arrangement of the engine will permit. 
In the illustrated engine 0, for starting pur 

poses, a usual glow tube 95 is provided in a usual 
manner for each constant volume chamber Ce. In the operation of the engine to including the 
present improvements, the suction stroke of each 
piston draws intake air into the varying volume 
chamber Cy thereof, and the succeeding compres 
'sion stroke of the piston compresses the charge 
of air and forces it with very rapidly increasing 
pressure and velocity from the varying volume 

S 
chamber Cy through the associated passageway 
P and into the associated constant volume cham 
ber Ce. As the piston moves across and substans 
tially traverses the passageway P on its compres 
sion stroke, the opening of the passageway Pinto 5 
the varying volume chamber Cy is rapidly re 
duced in area, which still further increases the pressure and velocity of the air being forced 
through the passageway P into the associated 
constant volume chamber Ce. 
The fact that as aforesaid the passageway face 

73 is an extension of the inner flat face 29 of the 
varying volume chamber Cv, and is tangential to 
the symmetrical and preferably spherical inner 
surface 70 of the constant volume chamber C, 15 
causes an unusually effective whirling of the air 
forced into the chamber Ce, the velocity of the 
whirl increasing as the piston moves across the 
passageway P and approaches top dead center. 
The fuel is sprayed in the manner above set 20 

forth across the whirling or revolving air in the 
combustion chamber Ce, and the resulting com 
bustion is of the desired character above set forth, 
whereby the engine operates at the relatively high 
speeds and with the relatively high mean indi 
cated pressure above set forth. The specific shape and the particular arrange 
ment of the passageway between the engine cyl 
inder and the combustion chamber, and the rela 
tion of the same to the operation of the piston, 
has a great deal to do with the improved results 
which are obtained; because the substantial width 
of the passageway, especially at the side thereof 
which is tangential to the curved surface of 
the combustion chamber, the width of which side 35 
approximates the diameter of the chamber, pro 
vides a relatively wide channel for the discharge 
of a wide stream of air into the combustion 
chamber, at the highest attained pressure and 
greatest velocity at or near the end of the com- 40 
pression stroke of the piston. 

Also, the specific direction of the fuel spray 
across the combustion chamber towards the pas 
sageway, causes the spray to impinge the incom 
ing wide stream of air so as to initiate the mix- 45 
ing of the fuel with the air as the air enters the 
combustion chamber, and to utilize the entire 
cavity of the chamber for the mixing operation. 
There is a very short period of time during 

which a complete cycle of mixing and combustion 50 
must take place, and the initiation of the mixing 
action of the fuel spray with the wide stream of 
air as it enters the combustion chamber, and the 
consequent attainment of a mixing action 
throughout the maximum period of the complete 55 
cycle of mixing and combustion, is of great bene 
fit in the attainment of the beneficial operating 
characteristics of the improved engine. 

claim: 
1. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder 60 

having a cylinder bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
ating in the cylinder bore, walls forming a spheri 
cal chamber closely adjacent to and entirely at is 
the side of the cylinder bore, and walls forming a 
passageway extending and communicating be 
tween the cylinder bore and the spherical cham 
ber, the passageway having One face laterally 
continuous with the inner face of the cylinder 70 
head and tangential to the curved face of the 
spherical chamber. 

2. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder 
having a cylinder bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
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across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
ating in the cylinder bore, walls forming a spheri 
cal chamber closely adjacent to and entirely at 
the side of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a passageway extending and communicating be 
tween the cylinder bore and the spherical cham 
ber, the passageway having one face laterally 
continuous with the flat inner face of the cylinder 
head and tangential to the curved face of the 
spherical chamber. 

3. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a constant volume chamber adjacent the 
cylinder bore, walls forming a passageway ex 
tending and communicating between the cylinder 
bore and the constant volume chamber, the con 
stant volume chamber having a curved inner 
surface symmetrical about an axis normal to the 
plane passing through the center of the constant 
volume chamber and the longitudinal axis of 
the cylinder bore and the passageway having One 
face laterally continuous with the inner face of 
the cylinder head and tangential to the Syn 
metical curved inner surface of the constant vol 
ume chamber, and means for injecting fuel into 
the constant volume chamber, the fuel injecting 
means including a nozzle adapted for injecting a 
conical spray of fuel particles into the constant 
volume chamber, and the apex angle of the cond 
cal spray being substantially within an upper 
limit of 10 degrees and a lower limit of 6 degrees. 

4. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder 
having a cylinder bore extending therethrough a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
ating in the cylinder bore, walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber adjacent the cylinder bore, 
walls forming a passageway extending and con 
municating between the cylinder bore and the 
constant volume chamber, the constant volume 
chamber having a curved inner surface sym 
metrical about an axis normal to the plane pass 
ing through the center of the constant volume 
chamber and the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore and the passageway having one face later 
ally continuous with the inner face of the cylin 
der head and tangential to the symmetrical 
curved inner surface of the constant volume 
chamber, and means for injecting fuel into the 
constant volume chamber, the fuel injecting 
means including a nozzle adapted for injecting 
a conical spray of fuel particles into the constant 
volume chamber, and the apex angle of the coni 
cal spray being substantially 8 degrees. 

5. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a constant volume chamber adjacent the cyl 
inder bore, walls forming a passageway ex 
tending and communicating between the cylin 
der bore and the constant volume chamber, the 
constant volume chamber having a curved inner 
surface symmetrical about an axis normal to the 
plane passing through the center of the constant 
volume chamber and the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder bore and the passageway having one 
face laterally continuous with the inner face of 
the cylinder head and tangential to the syn 
metrical curved inner surface of the constant 
volume chamber, and means for injecting fuel 

into the constant volume chamber, the fuel in 
jecting means including a nozzle adapted for 
injecting a conical spray of fuel particles into 
the constant volume chamber, the longitudinal 
axis of the conical spray extending through the 5 
center of the constant volume chamber and to 
wards the cylinder head at an angle of substan 
tially 16 degrees with a plane extending at right 
angles to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore. 0. 

6. In an internal combustion engine, a cylinder 
having a cylinder bore extending therethrough, 
a cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
erating in the cylinder bore, walls forming a con- 15 
stant volume chamber adjacent the cylinder bore, 
walls forming a passageway extending and com 
municating between the cylinder bore and the 
Constant volume chamber, the constant volume 
chamber having a curved inner surface sym- 20 
metrical about an axis normal to the plane pass 
ing through the center of the constant volume 
chamber and the longitudinal axis of the cylin 
der bore and the passageway having one face 
laterally continuous with the inner face of the 5 
cylinder head and tangential to the symmetrical 
curved innersurface of the constant volume cham 
ber, and means for injecting fuel into the con 
stant volume chamber, the fuel injecting means 
including a nozzle adapted for injecting a conical 30 
spray of fuel particles into the constant volume 
chamber, the longitudinal axis of the conical 
spray extending through the center of the con 
stant volume chamber and towards the cylinder . 
head at an angle of substantially 16 degrees with 5 
a plane extending at right angles to the longitu 
dinal axis of the cylinder bore, and the apex 
angle of the conical spray being substantially 
8 degrees. 

7. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin- 40 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
pistOn Operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a spherical chamber adjacent the cylinder 5 
bore, and walls forming a passageway extending 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the spherical chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the inner 
face of the cylinder head and tangential to the 0. 
curved face of the spherical chamber, and means 
for injecting fuel into the spherical chamber, 
the fuel injecting means including a nozzle 
adapted for injecting a conical spray of fuel par 
ticles into the spherical chamber, and the apex 6 
angle of the conical spray being substantially 
within an upper limit of 10 degrees and a lower 
limit of 6 degrees. 

8. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a cylinder bore extending there.- 00 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a spherical chamber adjacent the cylinder 
bore, and walls forming a passageway extending 05 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the spherical chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the inner 
face of the cylinder head and tangential to the 
curved face of the spherical chamber, and means 70 
for injecting fuel into the spherical chamber, the 
fuel injecting means including a nozzle adapted 
for injecting a conical spray of fuel particles into 
the spherical chamber, and the apex angle of 
the conical spray being substantially 8 degrees. 
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9. In an internal combustion engine, a cyline 

der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 

5 piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
fing a Spherical chamber adjacent the cylinder 
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bore, and walls forming a passageway extending 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the spherical chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the inner 
face of the cylinder head and tangential to the 
curved face of the spherical chamber, and means 
for injecting fuel into the spherical chamber, the 
fuel injecting means including a nozzle adapted 
for injecting a conical spray of fuel particles into 
the spherical chamber, the longitudinal axis of 
the conical spray extending through the center 
of the spherical chamber and towards the cylin 
der head at an angle of substantially 16 degrees 
with a plane extending at right angles to the lon 
gitudinal axis of the cylinder bore. 

10. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face ex 
tending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a spherical chamber adjacent the cylinder 
bore, and walls forming a passageway extending 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the spherical chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the inner 
face of the cylinder head and tangential to the 
curved face of the spherical chamber, and means 
for injecting fuel into the spherical chamber, the 
fuel injecting means including a nozzle adapted 
for injecting a conical spray of fuel particles 
into the spherical chamber, the longitudinal axis 
of the conical spray extending through the center 
of the spherical chamber and towards the cylin 
der head at an angle of substantially 16 degrees 
with a plane extending at right angles to the lon 
gitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, and the apex 
angle of the conical spray being Substantially 8 
degrees. 

11. In an internal combustion engine. a cyline 
der block, a cylinder bore in the cylinder block, 
a cylinder head having a flat end face normal 
to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operatively hounted for reciprocation in 
the cylinder bore, the piston having a flat end 
face normal to its longitudinal axis, the piston 
end face operating opposite the cylinder head end 
face and forming therewith and with the cylinder 
bore a varying volume chamber, a constant vol 
ume spherical chamber in the cylinder block 
closely adjacent to and entirely at the side of the 
cylinder bore, and a passageway in the cylinder 
block extending and communicating between the 
cylinder bore and the spherical chamber, the pas 
sageway having one face laterally continuous 
with the fiat end face of the cylinder head and 
tangential to the curved face of the spherical 
chamber. w 

12. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der block, a cylinder bore in the cylinder block. 
a cylinder head having a flat end face normal 
to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operatively mounted for reciprocation in 
the cylinder bore, the piston having a flat end 
face normal to its longitudinal axis. the piston 
end face operating opposite the cylinder head 
end face and forning therewith and with the 
cylinder bore a varying volume chamber, a con 
stant volume chamber in the cylinder block close 
ly adjacent to and entirely at the side of the 
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cylinder bore, the constant volume chamber hav 
ing a curved inner surface symmetrical about an 
axis normal to the plane passing through the 
center of the constant volume chamber and the 
longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, and a pas- 5 
sageway in the cylinder block extending and con 
municating between the cylinder bore and the 
constant volume chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the flat 
end face of the cylinder head and tangential to 
the curved inner surface of the constant volume 
chamber. 

13. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der block, a cylinder bore in the cylinder block, 
a cylinder head having a flat end face normal is 
to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operatively mounted for reciprocation in 
the cylinder bore, the piston having a flat end 
face normal to its longitudinal axis, the piston 
end face op3rating opposite the cylinder head 20 
end face and forming therewith and with the 
cylinder bore a varying Volume chamber, a con 
stant volume chamber in the cylinder block close 
ly adjacent to and entirely at the side of the 
cylinder bore, the constant volume chamber haw 
ing a curved inner face symmetrical about an 
axis normal to the plane passing through the 
center of the constant Volume chamber and the 
longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, and a 
passageway in the cylinder block extending and 30 
communicating between the cylinder bore and 
the constant volume chamber, the passageway 
having one face laterally continuous with the 
flat end face of the cylinder head and tangential 
to the curved inner surface of the constant vol 
ume chamber, and being adapted to be substan 
tially cut off by the side of the piston at the 
cylinder head end of its stroke. 

14. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
eratively mounted for reciprocation in the cylin 
der bore, the piston having a flat end face lo 
cated opposite the flat cylinder head iner face, 45 
the cylinder head inner face and the cylindet bore 
and the piston end face forming therebelween 
a varying volume chamber, walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber and walls forming a pas 
sageway opening at one end into the constant 
volume chamber and opening at the other end 
through the cylinder into the varying voluine 
chamber, the constant volume chamber having 
a spherical inner surface and the passageway 
having a flat face laterally continuous with the 
fat cylinder head inner face of the varying volume 
chamber and being tangential to the spherical 
inner surface cf. the constant volume chamber. 

15. In an internal coiestion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having a flat inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
eratively mounted for reciprocation in the cylin 
derbore, the piston having a flat end face located 
opposite the flat cylinder head inner face, the 
cylinder head inner face and the cylinder bore 
and the piston end face forming therebetween a 
varying volume chamber, Walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber and.Walls forming a pas 
sageway opening at one end into the constant 70 
volume chamber and opening at the other end 
through the cylinder into the varying volume 
chamber, the constant Volume chamber having a 
spherical inner surfac2 and the pasageway having 
a flat face laterally continuous with the flat cylin- 5 
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der head inner face of the varying volume cham 
ber and being tangential to the spherical inner 
Surface of the constant volume chamber, the cen 
ter of the spherical face being located at the pis 
ton side of the cylinder head, and the cylinder 
opening of the passageway being substantially 
traversed by the piston during reciprocation 
thereof. 

16. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
eratively mounted for reciprocation in the cylin 
der bore, the piston having a flat end face located 
Opposite the flat cylinder head inner face, the 
Cylinder head inner face and the cylinder bore 
and the piston end face forming therebetween a 
varying volume chamber, walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber and walls forming a pas 
Sageway opening at One end into the constant 
volume chamber and opening at the other end 
through the cylinder into the varying volume 
chamber, the constant volume chamber having 
a spherical inner surface and the passageway 
having a fiat face laterally continuous with the 
flat cylinder head inner face of the varying vol 
lume chamber and being tangential to the spher 
ical face of the constant volume chamber, the 
Center of the spherical inner surface being lo 
cated at the piston side of the cylinder head, and 
the cylinder opening of the passageway being 
Substantially traversed by the piston during rea 
ciprocation thereof, and the stroke of the piston 
being such that there is only mechanical clear 
ance between the piston flat end face and the 
cylinder head flat inner face at the cylinder head 
end of the piston stroke. 

17. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
Cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
atively mounted for reciprocation in the cylinder 
bore, the piston having a flat end face located 
opposite the cylinder head inner face, the cylin 
der head inner face and the cylinder bore and 
the piston end face forming therebetween a vary 
ing volume chamber, walls forming a constant 
volume chamber and walls forming a passageway 
opening at one end into the constant volume 
chamber and opening at the other end through 
the cylinder into the varying volume chamber, 
the constant volume chamber having a curved 
inner surface symmetrical about an axis normal 
to the plane passing through the center of the 
constant volume chamber and the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder bore and the passageway 
having one face comprising a laterally continu 
ous extension of the cylinder head flat inner face 
of the varying volume chamber and being tan 
gential with the symmetrical curved inner sur 
face of the constant volume chanber. 

18. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
across ene end of the cylinder bore, a piston Op 
eratively mounted for reciprocation in the cylin 
der bore, the piston having a flat end face lo 
cated opposite the cylinder head inner face, the 
cylinder head inner face and the cylinder bore 
and the piston end face forming therebetween 
a varying volume chamber, walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber and walls forming a pas 
sageway opening at one end into the constant 
volume chamber and opening at the other end 
through the cylinder into the varying volume 
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chamber, the constant volume chamber having 
a curved inner Surface symmetrical about an axis 
normal to the plane passing through the center 
of the constant volume chamber and the longi 
tudinal axis of the cylinder bore and the passage- 5 
Way having one face comprising a laterally con 
tinuous extension of the cylinder head flat inner 
face of the varying volume chamber and being 
tangential with the symmetrical curved inner 
Surface of the constant volume chamber, and 0 
means for introducing a combustion supporting 
medium into the varying volume chamber. 

19. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 5 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
eratively mounted for reeiprocation in the cylin 
derbore, the piston having a flat end face located 
Opposite the cylinder head inner face, the cylin 
der head inner face and the cylinder bore and 20 
the piston end face forming therebetween a vary 
ing volume chamber, walls forming a constant 
Volume chamber and walls forming a passageway 
opening at One end into the constant volume 
chamber and opening at the other end through 25 
the cylinder into the varying volume chamber, 
the constant volume chamber having a curved 
inner surface Symmetrical about an axis normal 
to the plane passing through the center of the 
constant volume chamber and the longitudinal 30 
axis of the cylinder bore and the passageway 
having one face comprising a laterally continu 
Ous extension of the cylinder head flat inner face 
of the varying volume chamber and being tan 
gential with the symmetrical curved inner sur- 35 
face of the constant volume chamber, and means 
for injecting fuel into the constant volume cham 
ber. 

20. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 40 
cylinder head having a flat inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, a piston op 
eratively mounted for reciprocation in the cylin 
der bore, the piston having a flat end face located 
opposite the cylinder head inner face, the cylin- 45 
der head inner face and the cylinder bore and 
the piston end face forming therebetween a 
varying volume chamber, walls forming a con 
stant volume chamber and walls forming a pas 
sageway opening at one end into the constant so 
volume chamber and opening at the other end 
through the cylinder into the varying volume 
chamber, the constant volume chamber having a 
Curved inner Surface Symmetrical about an axis 
normal to the plane passing through the center 55 
of the constant volume chamber and the longi 
tudinal axis of the cylinder bore and the passage 
way having one face comprising a laterally con 
tinuous extension of the cylinder head flat inner 
face of the varying volume chamber and being 60 
tangential with the Symmetrical curved inner 
Surface of the constant Volume chamber, and 
means for introducing a combustion supporting 
medium into the varying volume chamber, and 
means for injecting fuel into the constant vol- 85 
une chamber. 

21. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, and walls 70 
forming a chamber at One side of the cylinder and 
a passageway extending and communicating be 
tween the cylinder bore and the chamber, a 
crank shaft, a piston operatively associated with 
the crank shaft and reciprocating in the cylin- is 
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derbore, the piston during its compression stroke 
moving across and reducing the sectional area 
of the passageway, and means for injecting a 
spray of fuel into the chamber, the spray. have 
ing its origin located at the crank shaft side of 
the passageway, and the spray being directed to 
wards the passageway opening so as to impinge 
the air as it enters the chamber from the pas 
sageway during the compression stroke of the 
piston. 

22. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
one end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a crankshaft, 
a piston operatively associated with the crank 
shaft and reciprocating in the cylinder bore, 
and means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 
the crank shaft side of the inner face of the 
cylinder head, and the spray being directed to 
wards the plane of the inner face of the cylinder 
head. 

23. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, and was 
forming a chamber at one side of the cylinder 
and a passageway extending and communicating 
between the cylinder bore and the chamber, a 
piston operative for reciprocation in the cylinder 
bore, and means for injecting a spray of fuel into 
the chamber, the spray having its origin located 
at the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the plane of the inner face of 
the cylinder head. 

24. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
One end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a piston oper 
ative for reciprocation in the cylinder bore, and 
means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 
the crank shrift side of the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the plane of the inner face of 
the cylinder head, the apex angle of the spray 
being substantially within an upper limit of 10 
degrees and a lower limit of 8 degrees, 

25. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
one end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a piston op 
erative for reciprocation in the cylinder bore, and 
means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 
the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the plane of the inner face of 
the cylinder head, the apex angle of the spray 
being substantially 8 degrees. 

26. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
one end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
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sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a piston op 
erative for reciprocation in the cylinder bore, 
and means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 5 
the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the plane of the inner face of 
the cylinder head, the longitudinal axis of the 
spray extending through the chamber toward the 0 
cylinder head at an angle of substantially 16 de 
grees with a plane extending at right angles to 
and toward the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore, 

27. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin-l 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
one end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming 
a chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 20 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a piston op 
erative for reciprocation in the cylinder bore, and 
means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 
the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner 25 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the plane of the inner face of 
the cylinder head, the longitudinal axis of the 
spray extending through the chamber toward the 
cylinder head at an angle of substantially 16 de- 80 
grees with a plane extending at right angles to 
and toward the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore, and the apex angle of the spray being sub 
stantially within an upper limit of 10 degrees and 
a lower limit of 6 degrees. 

28. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, and walls 
forming a chamber at one side of the cylinder 40 
and a passageway extending and communicating 
between the cylinder bore and the chamber, a 
piston operative for reciprocation in the cylin 
der bore, and means for injecting a spray of fuel 
into the chamber, the spray having its origin lo- 45 
cated at the crank shaft side of the plane of the 
inner face of the cylinder head, and the spray 
being directed towards the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, the longitudinal axis 
of the spray extending through the center of 50 
the chamber toward the cylinder head at an an 
gle of within 45 degrees with a plane extending 
at right angles to and toward the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder bore. 

29. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin- 5 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a spherical chamber adjacent the cylinder 0 
bore, and walls forming a passageway extending 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the spherical chamber, the passageway hav 
ing one face laterally continuous with the inner 
face of the cylinder head and tangential to the 
curved face of the spherical chamber, and means 
for injecting fuel into the spherical chamber, the 
fuel injecting means including a nozzle adapted 
for injecting a conical spray of fuel particles 
into the spherical chamber, the longitudinal axis 70 
of the conical spray extending trough the center 
of the spherical chamber and towards the cylinder 
head at an angle of within 45 degrees of a plane 
extending at right angles to and toward the lon 
gitudinal axis of the cylinder bore. 
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30. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 

der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across one end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, walls form 
ing a constant volume chamber adjacent the cyl 
inder bore, walls forming a passageway extend 
ing and communicating between the cylinder 
bore and the constant volume chamber, the Con 
stant volume chamber having a curved inner 
surface symmetrical about an axis normal to the 
plane passing through the center of the constant 
volume chamber and the longitudinal axis of 
the cylinder bore and the passageway having one 
face laterally continuous with the inner face of 
the cylinder head and tangential to the sym 
metrical curved inner surface of the constant vol 
ume chamber, and means for injecting fuel into 
the constant volume chamber, the fuel injecting 
means including a nozzle adapted for injecting a 
conical spray of fuel particles into the constant 
volume chamber, the longitudinal axis of the 
conical spray extending through the axis of the 
constant volume chamber and towards the cylin 
der head at an angle of within 45 degrees of a 
plane extending at right angles to and toward 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore. 

31. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, a cylinder head having an inner face 
extending across dine end of the cylinder bore, a 
piston operating in the cylinder bore, Walls form 
ing a constant volume chamber adjacent the cyl 
inder bore, walls forming a passageway extending 
and communicating between the cylinder bore 
and the constant volume chamber, the constant 
volume chamber having a curved inner surface 
symmetrical about an axis normal to the plane 
passing through the center of the constant volume 
chamber and the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore and the passageway having one face lat 
erally continuous with the inner face of the cyl 
inder head and tangential to the symmetrical 
curved inner surface of the constant volume 
chamber, and means for injecting fuel into the 
constant volume chamber, the fuel injecting 
means including a nozzle adapted for injecting 
a conical spray of fuel particles into the constant 
volume chamber, there being a mechanical clear 
ance only between the end of the piston and the 
inner surface of the cylinder head, and the total 
volume of the constant volume chamber and the 
passageway which constitutes the clearance vol 
ume of the engine being relatively small with 
respect to the maximum volume of the varying 
volume chamber between the piston and the 
cylinder head so that the compression ratio of 
the engine is high, as for example 15.8 to 1. 

32. In an internal combustion engine, a cylin 
der having a bore extending therethrough, a cyl 
inder head having an inner face extending across 
one end of the cylinder bore, and walls forming a 
chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, a piston op 
erative for reciprocation in the cylinder bore, and 
means for injecting a spray of fuel into the 
chamber, the spray having its origin located at 
the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner face 
of the cylinder head, there being a mechanical 
clearance only between the end of the piston 
and the inner surface of the cylinder head, and 
the total volume of the chamber and the pas 
sageway which constitutes the clearance volume 
of the engine being relatively small with respect 
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to the maximum volume of the cylinder bore be 
tween the piston and the cylinder head, so that 
the Compression ratio of the engine is high, as 
for example, 15.8 to 1. 

33. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl- 5 
inder having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, and walls 
forning a chamber at One side of the cylinder and 
a passageway extending and communicating be- 0 
tween the cylinderbore and the chamber, a crank 
shaft, a piston operatively associated with the 
crank shaft and reciprocating in the cylinder 
bore, and means for injecting a spray of fuel into 
the chamber, the spray having its origin located 15 
at the crank shaft side of the inner face of the 
cylinder head, and the spray being directed to 
wards the inner face of the cylinder head cover 
ing the cylinder bore so as to impinge the air as 
it enters the chamber from the passageway dur- 20 
ing the compression stroke of the piston. 

34. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl 
inder having a bore extending therethrough, a 
cylinder head having an inner face extending 
across one end of the cylinder bore, and walls 25 
forming a chamber at one side of the cylinder 
and a passageway extending and communicating 
between the cylinder bore and the chamber, a pis 
ton operative for reciprocation in the cylinder 
bore, and means for injecting a spray of fuel into 80 
the chamber, the spray having its origin located 
at the crank shaft side of the plane of the inner 
face of the cylinder head, and the spray being 
directed towards the inner face of the cylinder 
head covering the cylinder bore so as to impinges 
the air as it enters the chamber from the pas 
sageway during the compression stroke of the 
piston. 

35. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl 
inder having a cylinder bore extending there- 40 
through, means forming a head having an inner 
face extending across the cylinder bore, a piston 
operating in the cylinder bore and walls forming a 
chamber at one side of the cylinder and a multi 
sided passageway extending and communicating 45 
between the cylinder bore and the chamber, the 
chamber having a curved surface symmetrical 
about an axis normal to the plane passing through 
the center of the chamber and the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder bore, and the passageway 50 
having one of its inner faces tangential to the 
curved surface of the chamber and normal to the 
longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, the tan 
gential face of the multi-sided passageway have 
ing a width approximating the diameter of the 53 
chamber. 

36. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl 
inder having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, means forming a head having an inner 
face extending across the cylinder bore, a piston 60 
Operating in the cylinder bore, and walls form 
ing a chamber at one side of the cylinder and 
a multi-sided passageway extending and com 
municating between the cylinder bore and the 
chamber, the chamber having a curved surface 65 
symmetrical about an axis normal to the plane 
passing through the center of the chamber and 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, the 
axis of the chamber being substantially as long 
as its diameter, and the passageway having one 70 
of its inner faces tangential to the curved sur 
face of the chamber and normal to the longitu 
dinal axis of the cylinder bore, and the passage 
way having two other faces parallel with each 
other and extending from the tangential face. 75 
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37. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl 

inder having a cylinder bore extending there 
through, means forming a head having an inner 
face extending across the cylinder bore, a piston 
operating in the cylinder bore, and walls form 
ing a chamber at One side of the cylinder and 
a multi-sided passageway extending and con 
municating between the cylinder bore and the 
chamber, the chamber having a curved surface 
symmetrical about an axis normal to the plane 
passing through the center of the chamber and 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, the 
axis of the chamber being substantially as long 
as its diameter, and the passageway having one 
of its inner faces tangential to the curved sur 
face of the chamber and normal to the longitu 
dinal axis of the cylinder bore, and the pas 
sageway having two other faces parallel with 
each other and with the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder bore and extending from the tangential 
face. 38. In an internal combustion engine and the 
like, a cylinder having a cylinder bore extend 
ing therethrough, and walls forming a chamber 
at ones'de of the cylinder and a multi-slded pas 
sageway extending and Communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, the cham 
ber having a curved surface symmetrical about 
an axis normal to the plane passing through 
the center of the chamber and the longitudinal 
axis of the cylinder bore, and the passageway 
having one of its inner faces tangential to the 
curved surface of the chamber and normal to the 
longitudinal axis of the cylinder bore, the tan 
gential face of the multi-sided passageway hav 
ing a width approximating the diameter of the 
chamber. 39. In an internal combustion engine and the 
like, a cylinder having a cylinder bore extend 
ing therethrough, and walls forming a chamber 
at One side of the cylinder and a multi-sided pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, the cham 
ber having a curved surface symmetrical about 
an axis normal to the plane passing through the 
center of the chamber and the longitudinal axis 
of the cylinder bore, the axis of the chamber be 
ing substantially as long as its diameter, and the 
passageway having one of its inner faces tan 
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gential to the curved surface of the chamber and 
normal to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder 
bore, and the passageway having two other faces 
parallel with each other and extending from the 
tangential face, 5 

40. In an internal combustion engine and the 
like, a cylinder having a cylinder bore extend 
ing therethrough, and walls forming a chamber 
at one side of the cylinder and a multi-side pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 10 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, the cham 
ber having a curved surface symmetrical about 
an axis normal to the plane passing through the 
center of the chamber and the longitudina axis 
of the cylinder bore, the axis of the chamber be- 5 
ing substantially as long as its diameter, and the 
passageway having two other faces parallel with 
each other and with the longitudinal axis of the 
cylinder bore and extending from the tangential 
face. 41. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl 
inder having a bore extending therethrough, 
means forming a head having an inner face ex 
tending across the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
ating in the cylinder bore, and walls forming a 25 
chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, and means 
for injecting a spray of fuel into the chamber, 
the spray being directed towards the side of the 30 
cylinder and the inner face of the cylinder head 
covering the cylinder bore so as to impinge the 
air as it enters the chamber from the passageway 
during the compression stroke of the piston. 

42. In an internal combustion engine, a cyl-35 
inder having a bore extending therethrough, 
means forming a head having an inner face ex 
tending across the cylinder bore, a piston oper 
ating in the cylinder bore, and walls forming a 
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chamber at one side of the cylinder and a pas- 40 
sageway extending and communicating between 
the cylinder bore and the chamber, and means , 
for injecting a spray of fuel into the chamber, 
the spray being directed towards the passageway 
opening so as to impinge the air as it enters the 45 
chamber from the passageway during the con 
pression stroke of the piston. 
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